Corian® is ... kitchens

Front cover: Design by Kelly Gray, Sparc Architects. Glacier White.
This page: Design by Kelly Gray, Sparc Architects. Glacier White.

Designed by Colette Austin, co-design by Joe Stillitano, International Cabinet Designs.
Kitchen Benchtop, window sill and coving in Beige Fieldstone. Splashback in Corian®
Bas-Relief® Lava “Seagrass” with back lighting.
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Corian® is ... inspirational
Designed for modern living, Corian® gives your home the attention it deserves. It provides the freedom to create
inspired interior designs. It’s simply an ideal material for bringing your ideas to life in a way that’s all your own.
Corian® is a solid surface material made only by DuPont from a special formulation of natural minerals and pure
acrylic. It combines the strengths of other materials to deliver a surface with unsurpassed practical advantages.
Corian® can be heat formed like glass, has the feel of silk, the hygienic properties of stainless steel, a high quality
appearance like natural stone, renewable features similar to timber, plus no unsightly joins to catch dirt!
There are lots of materials, but only one Corian®. There are lots of homes, but only one is yours. And that should
be the best reason of all to welcome Corian® into your home.

The non-porous nature of Corian® assists in healthy living. It will not promote the growth of bacteria, and liquids cannot be
absorbed into the surface – so stains are never permanent.
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Design by Leon Moulton, Leon Moulton Architecture & Interiors. Glacier White

Designed by Mark Gacesa of u l t r a s p a c e. Savannah

The properties of Corian® allow it to be renewed or
repaired without having to replace the entire benchtop.

Corian® is a renewable and repairable material –
meaning scratches and chips are never permanent!
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Concrete and Whisper

The Concrete and Organic colour palettes bring to life
the natural minerals within the material, offering all the
advantages of Corian® with a look inspired by nature.
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Corian® is ... natural

Corian® is environmentally friendly in a number of ways. It is repairable, renewable and it lasts a long time, which
minimises the need to replace or dispose if it. Corian® can be reworked to create new products, generating onethird less waste than stone in the fabricating process. Corian® is also chemically inert and non-toxic, meeting
even the most restrictive “food zone” standards.

Lava Rock

The Corian® Concrete Collection
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Z. Island by DuPont™ Corian® design by Zaha Hadid. Glacier White

Fluid by Massimo Iosa Ghini for Saporiti Italia in Glacier White
Sheer Kitchen by Drag Design. Glacier White

Corian® is ... creativity
Bold colours or soft colours. Square edges or round edges. Straight lines or curved lines. Let your imagination
run wild. With the innovative features of Corian® the design possibilities are endless. Create a classic look or
an outrageous original design to make your own personal statement. With so many colours and design options
available - get creative with Corian®!
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Corian® is ... stylish

True style never goes out of
fashion, with simple lines and
an amazing array of colours.
Corian® sits in a class of its own.

Clever design, cool colours – the right choice of
appliances and a Corian® benchtop. All the ingredients
needed for a great kitchen.
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Glacier White

A centrepiece to any kitchen, a functional island provides
additional working area as well as a natural space for
entertaining guests.

Design by Residential Attitudes Design Team – Residential Attitudes Photography by Joel Barbitta D-Max Photography. Concrete
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Design by Peter Barrass, Dana Kitchens. Matterhorn

Soft tones. Soft edges. Warmth. Elegance. Create a dramatic and rustic ambiance with the classic
colours of Corian®. Use a fusion of classic materials such as timber, and take advantage of the

Good taste and
quality never go
out of fashion

design features of Corian® to create a softness in a kitchen that is timeless.

Corian® is ... traditional
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Design by Peter Gill, Aurora
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The cleanliness
and crispness
of pure white,
sometimes less
truly is more

Design by Minosa™. Glacier white

Bold colours. Bright whites. Square edges. Clean lines. The features of Corian® enable you to create a sculptured
look that embraces architecture. By combining other materials such as stainless steel, you can create your own
contemporary style.
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Corian® is ... minimalist

Design by Minosa™. Glacier white
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Corian® is ... family

The kitchen is the heart of the home.
A hub for the family to be together
at the end of each day. A space for
entertainment of guests with a glass
of wine - while you prepare food.
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Clam shell

Quality time with the ones you love most. Make your kitchen
a space to be enjoyed by the entire family. Make it fit your
demanding lifestyle. Make it with Corian®.

Tumbleweed
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Design by Minosa™. Glacier White

The term “bringing the outdoors in” is perfectly aligned to the Corian® external
colour palette, materials that are equally at home in either environment.
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Corian® is ... outdoors
Colour is often the primary concern when selecting materials for outdoor use. With colour stability, and non
porous properties combined with stain resistance, Corian® will resist environmental pollutants and humidity,
making the Corian® external colour palette an ideal choice for a wide range of outdoor applications.

Glacier White

Everest

Venaro White

Cameo White

Bisque

Vanilla

Bone

Aurora

Sahara

Pepper Ivory

Platinum

Matterhorn

Tumbled Glass

Festival

Design by Residential Attitudes Design Team – Residential Attitudes
Photography by Joel Barbitta D-Max Photography
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With its strength and thermoforming capabilities, Corian® can be moulded or shaped for almost any
application in residential or commercial environments.

Scoop® by Minosa™

Oh Void chair by Ron Arad. Hot
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Shape, colour and strength
with practicality, the
essence of Corian®

The translucent finishes of Corian®
allow the Designer to bring a new
dimension to any room.

Corian® is ... anything you want it to be

Designed by Mark Gacesa of u l t r a s p a c e
Residential entertainment room bar in Savannah
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Light Sculptures by Lars Ernst Hole, Norway. Glacier White illuminated with coloured lighting.

Corian® is ... colour

Essentials Collection

Other Colours of Corian

®

Organics Collection

The colours you choose speak
volumes about your imagination,
your character and your spirit. As
tools for self-expression, Corian®
offers the largest palette of colours
in its class. The Colours of Corian®
are organised into sub-palettes,
complementing the range of
materials used in today’s homes.

Selecting the Ideal Colour of Corian®
To ensure you gain the greatest satisfaction from owning
and living with Corian®, please consider the following
information when selecting your colour: When choosing
your colour of Corian®, keep in mind that like most
materials, dark, heavily pigmented colours are more
sensitive and require more care and attention to maintain
their look. Dark colours of Corian® tend to show every day
wear and tear more readily in high-use horizontal areas
(e.g. kitchen benchtops). These colours are marked with
an asterisk (*). To ensure we meet your expectations,
customers should be aware of the extra care needed.

Glacier White†

Antarctica^

Everest^

Linen^

Cameo White†

Bisque†

Rain Cloud^ NEW

Clam Shell^ NEW

Tumbleweed^ NEW

Burled Beach^ NEW

6°, 12.3, 19mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

6, 12.3, 19mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Savannah^

Aurora^

Fossil^

Oyster^

Silver Birch^

Gravel^

Sonora^ NEW

Lava Rock*^ NEW

Earth*^ NEW

12.3mm

6, 12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Concrete Collection

Extra Lights

White Jasmine^

Rice Paper^

Whisper^

Canvas^

Raffia^

Concrete^

Venaro White† ~

Whitecap^

Vanilla†

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Fawn^

Serene Sage^

Suede^

Tranquil^

Green Tea^

Dove^

Festival^

Bone†

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm
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Illumination

Naturals

Warms

Greys

Extra Darks

Ice White† #

Glacier Ice† # NEW

Ice Blue† #

Pepper Ivory^

Sandstone^

Eclipse^

Rosetta^

Ruby*^

Pearl Grey†

Pewter†

Platinum^

Midnight*^

Black Quartz*^

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Yellow Greens
Beiges

Abalone^

Tumbled Glass^

Butter Cream†

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Sahara^

Winter Wheat^

Beige Fieldstone^

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Matterhorn^

Silt^

Burnt Amber^

Grey Fieldstone^

Macadam^

Night Sky*^

Mardi Gras^

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Canyon^

Shale*^

12.3mm

12.3mm

With Corian® you also have the choice of three finishes –
matt, satin (standard) and gloss. To achieve a finish that is
easy to maintain, a matt or satin finish is recommended.
Your long term satisfaction with Corian® is important to
us. Please consult your Corian® specialist or the Corian®
Customer Service Centre on 1800 267 426 when choosing
your Corian® colour and finish.

Delta Sand^

Mojave^

12.3mm

12.3mm

Tarragon^

Caribbean^

12.3mm

12.3mm

Blues

Cargo†

Seagrass†

Blue Pebble^

Atlantis^

Mediterranean^

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Beach Glass†

Azure*^

Cobalt*^

12.3mm

12.3mm

12.3mm

Flint*^
12.3mm

° Glacier White available in a 6mm thick, 760mm or 930mm wide sheet. ^ Particulate colour - represents a pattern or spec in the colour. † Plain colour - represents a plain, flat colour with no pattern. ~ Venaro White has pronounced veining on one
side and subtle veining on the other side. Printed representations of colour may vary from actual samples. # All Illumination colours have a translucent nature and therefore cannot be clearly represented in this brochure. Please request a sample.
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To request your free
Corian® sample
please call
1800 267 426
or visit
www.corian.com.au
Corian® Sheet Sizes.
Each colour lists the sheet thickness availability. Sheet sizes are
as follows:
Full sheet: 3660 x 760 x 12.3mm • 2490 x 760 x 6mm
Half sheet: 1828 x 760 x 12.3mm

Standard Inclusions
No unsightly joins
Non-porous
Choice of 4 edges
(as shown below)

Corian® is ... options

Satin finish
W

10
A

YEA
R
R
RANTY

10–Year warranty

Designed by: Vagn Madsen, Dan Kitchens Australia. Glacier White

Standard Edge Profiles
Give your Corian® benchtop a distinct edge. These
are just a few of the edge profiles available for
your application. Ask your Corian® supplier about
the edges available – or create your own!

Pencil Round

Square Edge

Half Nose

Bullnose

Special Edge Profile Examples

Full Bullnose (3)

Setback (1)
Setback

Design by A.S Design & Installation. White Jasmine
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1/2 Bullnose Inlaid (3)

No Buildup
Bevel

No Buildup

Full Bullnose

Shark Nose

Chamfer

Half Bullnose Inlaid

Other Corian® Options

Tile Cove

Drainer Grooves

End Panels

Heat Rods

Thermoforming/ shaped
curved benchtops

Splashbacks
Enjoy a splash of colour. A matching splashback is the perfect way to dress up a Corian® top. Square splashbacks
provide a simple, crisp look. With no failing grout join, coved splashbacks create a sleek, one piece look that’s easy
to keep clean.

Square
(silicone joined)

Cove (customised to any height)

10mm Tile Cove

Please note: Corian® splashbacks can only be used behind a cooktop where the clearance from the back burner to the face of the splashback is greater than 200mm.
(Refer also to AS5601/AG601-2000 Gas Installations)
Designed by Colette Austin, co-design by Joe Stillitano,
International Cabinet Designs. Splash back in Corian®
Bas-Relief® Lava “Seagrass” with back lighting
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Let your ideas flow. Make your sink an
integral part of your overall design.
Make colours and textures flow
effortlessly together.
Design by Robert Bayly, Jag Kitchens. Glacier White

Corian® sinks

Glacier White

804

805

809

850

873

L 444 x W 444 x D 222 mm

L 444 x W 494 x D 220 mm

L 317 x W 368 x D 181 mm

L 784 x W 472 x D 243 mm

L 874 x W 447 x D 202 mm

Cameo White

Corian® Mixa® sinks
Standard colour range:

Glacier White

White Jasmine

Antarctica

Everest

Linen

Cameo White

Bisque

Savannah

Aurora

Fossil

Raffia

Gravel

Please call 1800 267 426 to check availability of Mixa® sinks in
other Corian® colours.
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651 Mixa® Midio

613 Mixa® Massimo

L 433 x W 337 x D 175 mm

L 433 x W 433 x D 210 mm

Please note: All dimensions are external measurements.

With a seamless
flow between
your kitchen
benchtop and
sink, you can
create a perfect
blend of style and
healthy living.
Design by Robert Bayly, Jag Kitchens. Glacier White
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Corian® is ... easy to buy

Including Corian® in your project is less expensive and
easier than you think; simply follow these easy steps…
Why Corian®?
Developed by DuPont 40 – years ago, Corian® has been tried and tested in the toughest environments. Corian® is

To see the true nature of Corian®, material

used in residential applications around the globe, as well as offices, food courts, airports, retail stores and other

swatches of the full colour palette are

“high usage” areas. Corian® provides a seamless, hygienic alternative to the many other materials available.

available at your Corian® dealer and other

As well as the strength and long lasting beauty of the product, you will also enjoy the ease of cleaning and
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Choosing a Corian® Colour

options such as sinks are usually available to
see in a full display kitchen. For details of

renewable nature of Corian®. Backed by DuPont’s 10-year warranty, which also covers installation, Corian® is the

Corian® dealers in your area check out

ideal product for your kitchen and will provide you with enjoyment and peace of mind for many years to come.

www.corian.com.au or call 1800 267 426.

Requesting a
Colour Sample

Fabrication and Installation

To ensure your colour selections

new benchtop adheres to the stringent methodology employed by DuPont over many years. The process starts with a

are right for your home, Corian®

detailed check measure once cabinetry is in place; the check measure normally includes the taking of a template to

will provide an actual product

ensure all aspects of the design are catered for during manufacture.

sample of your colour choice
in a 50 x 50mm sample size.
Simply order on-line at
www.corian.com.au or call
1800 267 426 for this free of
charge service.

Corian® can only be fabricated by DuPont accredited fabrication Specialists, which gives you peace of mind that your

Fabrication and delivery normally takes around 7 – 14 working days and installation of the Corian® surface can then
be carried out, once again by a DuPont accredited Installer. Installation is highly specialised as any joins need to
be prepared, and glued using special adhesive and supported until dry. The joins are then sanded to arrive at an
inconspicuous, hygienic finish and the surfaces are cleaned, leaving you free to enjoy your new Corian® benchtop.
For more information on the supply of Corian® solid surfaces, contact our helpful Customer service team on 1800 267 426.

Fully Optioned Corian® Kitchen

Standard Corian® Kitchen
2800mm

NN
2800mm

Drainer Grooves

NN

NN

NN
600mm

Ordering a Corian®
Benchtop

NN
2000mm

Heat Rods

NN

900mm

NN

Corian® can be ordered
from your selected kitchen
supplier or accredited Corian®

NN

Corian® Standard Inclusions Standard Edge Profiles

Fabricator. Using your kitchen

No unsightly joins

design, a costing estimate

Non-porous

can be provided for the

Choice of 4 edges

colour and specification you
have chosen. Once the final

10

W

order process can commence.

YEAR
R
RANTY

A

specification is agreed the

Tile Cove & Splashback

Satin finish
10–Year warranty

Give your Corian®
benchtop a distinct
edge. See page 22 of

End Panels

Other Corian® Options

Corian® Sink

Final price will depend on
colour selection, location of
installation and individual
fabricators pricing structure.

this catalogue for our
range of edge profiles.
Thermoforming/ shaped
curved benchtops

Contact your Corian® Kitchen Supplier or Accredited Corian® Fabricator for a detailed quotation for your kitchen
benchtop requirements.
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Corian® care

Corian® renew
& repair

Easy living.

Corian® was created for

Depend on Corian® to make your life easier. By nature, Corian® is easy to clean, easy to care for

and easy to live with. Corian® is unlike any other material and there is a unique way to look after it. So let go of

life. So even after years of

any assumptions you might have about caring for Corian®!

constant use and unexpected

Corian® care options.

Corian® is a trouble-free surface that enjoys amazing practicality. Because Corian® is

non-porous liquids can’t be absorbed. That means total hygiene and a stainfree surface. Spills disappear effortlessly
with a damp cloth or sponge and a simple wipe. Even stubborn stains like red wine, curry paste, beetroot, food
acids and oils are no match for Corian®. A firm wipe with a damp sponge and a mild abrasive cleanser will ensure
your Corian® surface sparkles.		

mishaps along the way, you
can take comfort in knowing
that practically anything can
be renewed or repaired –
a

feature

Corian®.

unique

Renewing

benchtop

is

a

to
your

no-fuss,

on-site facelift for your
existing Corian® benchtop
– simple, economical and
environmentally

friendly.

Renewing your benchtop
allows you to take comfort
in knowing that all but the
most severe damage can be
repaired on-site by a DuPont
Certified Fabricator. For more

Corian® prevention tips. Remember, prevention is better than cure. By following the prevention tips outlined in our

information

Corian® Care & Prevention brochure, your surface will continue to perform and look good for many years to come. Corian® is

Corian® Customer Service

not a cutting surface. Be sure to use a separate cutting board to avoid deep scratches and the blunting of your knives. Please

Centre on 1800 267 426.

ask your kitchen company or Certified Fabricator for a Corian® preparation board to be supplied with your new benchtop.
Though heat resistant, we recommend using a heat pad or trivet to prevent excess heat from marring your Corian® benchtop.
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contact

the

Corian® is ... committed to
the environment
The true colours of Corian® come through in a number of ways that
contributes to environmentally sustainable building design. Corian® is
repairable, renewable and lasts a long time, which minimises the need to
replace or dispose of it. Corian® can be reworked to create new designs
and products, generating up to one-third less waste than stone in the
fabrication process. Corian® is chemically inert and non-toxic, meeting
the most restrictive “food zone” standards. DuPont carefully manages the
impact that Corian® has on the environment through responsible choices
in raw materials, manufacturing processes and packaging.

Compare Corian®
Corian® combines the strengths of other materials to deliver a surface with
unsurpassed practical advantages. It will challenge your perceptions of how

Feature

Corian®

Stone

Laminate

a material should look, feel and perform. Corian® can be heat formed like

No Open Joins

4

5

5

glass, has the feel of silk, the hygienic properties of stainless steel, a high

Non-porous

4

5

4

quality appearance like natural stone, renewable features similar to timber,

Renewable

4

5

5

Repairable*

4

5

5

plus joins that basically disappear! With Corian® you can also take comfort
in knowing that all but the most severe damage is repairable on site.

* Without having to remove entire benchtop.
For more detailed information on how Corian® compares to other surface materials,
please contact the Corian® Customer Service Centre.
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Your Corian® quality guarantee

At your service

10-year peace of mind.

Your Corian® experience.

Year after year, with proper care, Corian® will remain as beautiful and
elegant as the day it was installed. And DuPont stands by its products with a 10-year warranty on product
and installation.
Warranty service centre. DuPont, the creator of Corian® - the original solid surface material continues to lead the industry with its strong warranty program and comprehensive Warranty Service Centre
dedicated to outstanding after-sales customer service.
Register your warranty certificate. In order for us to fulfill our promise to you of years of worry
free use with Corian®, please ensure you fill in your DuPont Corian® Warranty Certificate and return it to us.
We’ll then register your new Corian® surface in our national warranty database.
Quality network. Our team of DuPont Certified Fabricators and Installers are trained in the latest DuPont
techniques for working with Corian® solid surfaces. And they’re committed to delivering the highest levels of
quality and customer service.
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For more information
1800 267 426
www.corian.com.au
© 2008 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, Corian® solid surfaces are registered
trademarks or trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates. Only DuPont makes Corian®.

Continued satisfaction makes Corian®
a global leader in solid surfaces. Our
future depends on meeting your needs
and ensuring your experience with
Corian® is enjoyable and memorable.
CASF Australia, the suppliers of Corian®
products, are at your service. Please do
not hesitate to contact our Customer
Service Centre or Warranty Service
Centre on 1800 267 426 or visit our
website www.corian.com.au.

Corian is ... design
®

